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- identified legal risks
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NEMLA BILL – Implications for AQM
• Amendments to section 22A of NEMAQA

 Proposed amendments intended to repeal existing section 22A –
to align with proposed amendments to section 24G

 Purpose of amendments to deal with non-compliances arising
from the APPA – NEMAQA transition

 Amendments intended to provide for process and procedure to
follow in the consideration and approval of a section 22A
application

 Issues to consider are compliance with PAJA legal requirements



NEMLA BILL – Implications for AQM
• Amendments to section 36 of NEMAQA

 Proposed amendments intended to ensure that where Minister
of Environmental Affairs is identified as the competent authority
for environmental authorisation and licensing authority for waste
management and atmospheric emission licenses, Minister may
issue an integrated environmental authorisation

 Purpose of amendment to ensure integration of process and
procedures and to eliminate red tape where possible

 Issues to consider are compliance wit h PAJA legal requirements



NEMLA BILL – Implications for AQM
• Promotion of Administration Justice Act, 2000

 Both proposed amendments under section 22A and 36 of NEMAQA enjoins
licensing authorities to comply with the relevant provisions of PAJA

 What are those PAJA legal requirements?

 Issuing of an atmospheric emission license is an administrative action, and
subject to the provisions of PAJA;

 Lawfulness;

 Reasonableness;

 Procedural fairness.



NEMLA BILL – Implications for AQM
• During Parliamentary Public Hearings, City of Ekurhuleni MM and

Centre for Environmental Rights submitted that the NEMAQA
does nor contain a provision that allows licensing authority to
revoke or suspend an atmospheric emission license similar to
NEMWA;

• This submission resulted in the inclusion of section 47A in
NEMAQA empowering the licensing authority to revoke or
suspend an atmospheric emission license under certain
circumstances

• New section 47A states as follows:



NEMLA BILL – Implications for AQM
“Revocation or suspension of atmospheric emission licenses
47A(1) The licensing authority may, by written notice to the holder of an atmospheric emission
licence, revoke or suspend that licence if the licensing authority is of the opinion that the licence
holder has contravened a provision of this Act or a condition of the licence and such contravention
may have, or is having, a significant detrimental effect on the environment, including health
impacts.

(2) The licensing authority may not revoke or suspend an atmospheric emission licence before it
has—
(a) consulted relevant organs of state;
(b) afforded the holder of the atmospheric emission licence an opportunity to make a
submission in respect of the intended revocation or suspension; and
(c) In the event that the holder has made a submission contemplated in paragraph (b), the
licensing authority has considered that submission.

(3) Despite subsection (2), if urgent action is necessary for the protection of the environment,
the licensing authority may immediately issue a notice of revocation or suspension and, as soon
thereafter as is possible, consult with relevant organs of state and give the holder of the
atmospheric emission licence an opportunity to make a submission.”



NEMLA BILL – Implications for AQM
Although section 3(4) of PAJA makes provision for deviation from the
process prescribed in PAJA, such deviation needs to be justifiable and
reasonable. Subsection (b) further outlines the factors to be taken into
account in establishing the reasonableness and justifiability of such a
departure. These have been stated as follows:

i. the objects of the empowering provision;

ii. the nature and purpose of, and the need to take, the administrative
action;

iii. the likely effect of the administrative action;

iv. the urgency of taking the administrative action or the urgency of the
matter; and

v. the need to promote an efficient administration and good governance.



NEMLA BILL – Implications for AQM
DEA – PAJA legal requirements concerns, especially in the case of urgency:

NO CRITERIA FOR WHAT CONSTITUTES “URGENCY”
The proposed amendment (subsection 3) provides that “ …. If urgent action is
necessary….the AEL authority may issue a notice of revocation or suspension”. There is
no criteria for determining what circumstances will inform the “urgency”, i.e, what is
deemed “urgent” is left solely to the discretion of an individual.

AIR QUALITY vs NEMWA PERSPECTIVE
Implications of revocation or suspension of waste license are that other activities in the
facility may continue. However, once an AEL is revoked, the facility must shut down.
Shutdown of any facility in the country will, to varying extent, result in impacts on
economy and society. Such impacts need to be fully understood. Even in instances
where an error in revocation was identified, it will be significantly costly to return the
facility back to operations.



NEMLA BILL – Implications for AQM
DEA – PAJA legal requirements concerns, especially in the case of urgency:

NON-CONSULTATION OF OTHER LICENSING AUTHORITIES ON SECTION 47A AMENDMENT
There are currently 46 Atmospheric Emission Licensing Authorities in the Republic. The proposed
amendment has not been presented to the other 45, neither have they been raised as a solution
to any problem. Further, the amendment has not been processed through the governance
processes of MINTEC and MINMEC – as such, the impact of such an amendment is not fully
understood as well as what other consequential amendments would result.

CONSIDERATION OF PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
DEA agrees with the principle that the authority that issue the AEL should be empowered to
revoke and suspend the AEL, but there are other factors such as practical implications, an
increased administrative burden, potential litigation and a potential severe socio-economic
impact that need to be considered, which have not yet been thoroughly debated and considered.
Revocation and suspension of an AEL may have far-reaching economic consequences, i.e.: closure
of industries and job losses. Such a power needs to be applied with the greatest care & sound
judgment. The proposed text suggests that a licensing authority can revoke a license merely
based on his/ her “opinion” and not “evidence” collected through a due “process”.



NEMLA BILL – Implications for AQM
DEA proposed text in compliance with PAJA requirements:

“Revocation or Suspension of atmospheric emission licences

47A (1) The licensing authority may, by written notice to the holder of an atmospheric
emission licence, revoke or suspend that licence if the licensing authority has evidence that
the licence holder has contravened a provision of this Act or a condition of the licence and
such contravention may have, or is having, a significant detrimental effect on the
environment, including health impacts.

(2) The licensing authority may not revoke or suspend an atmospheric emission licence
before it has—

(a) consulted relevant organs of state;

(b) afforded the holder of the atmospheric emission licence an opportunity to make a
submission, that must be accompanied by an atmospheric impact report contemplated
in section 30(a), in respect of the intended revocation or suspension; and (c) in the
event that the holder has made a submission contemplated in paragraph (b), the
licensing authority has considered that submission.The written notice contemplated in
subsection (1) must indicate time period applicable to the holder for consultation with
relevant organs of state, submission of the representations including the submission of
the atmospheric impact report to the licensing authority.”



CLIMATE CHANGE BILL – Implications 
for AQM

CURRENT STATUS OF CLIMATE CHANGE BILL IN THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS:
Bill was published for public comment in June 2018, this period of submitting comments ended on 8
August 2018. DEA has made some amendments arising from the public comment process and will be in
Cabinet seeking approval to table the Revised Bill in Parliament before end of 2018.

RELEVANT CONTENT OF BILL
When the Bill is passed, it will be regarded as a “SEMA”, as defined in section 1 of the National
Environmental Management Act.

Main content deals with Mitigation and Adaptation to Climate Change, in particular:
Chapter 2 – Alignment of Policies & Establishment of IMCCC (Also replicated at Provinces:
& District Municipalities: Existing IGFR Act Structures)
Chapter 3 – Climate Change Response of Provinces & Municipalities
Chapter 4 – National Adaptation to Impacts of Climate Change
Chapter 5 – Greenhouse Gas Emissions Removal

National GHG Trajectory, Sectoral Emissions Targets, Listed GHG Activities,
Carbon Budgets, National GHG Emissions Inventory



CLIMATE CHANGE BILL – Implications 
for AQM

• Climate Change Bill will empower the Minister, in consultation 
with IMC, to develop national greenhouse gas emissions trajectory 
for the Republic of South Africa;

• Objective of national trajectory is to inform the country’s 
sustainable development

• Carbon budget allocation to a person is one of the tools intended 
to deal with mitigation of greenhouse gases

• The Bill further requires industries to report their greenhouse gas
emissions at company level.



CLIMATE CHANGE BILL – Implications 
for AQM

• The link between Carbon Budget and the Carbon Tax is that in the event of an
exceedance of the Carbon Budget, the penalty, as the case may be, will be the
payment of the Carbon Tax, which will be determined by the maximum allocated
carbon budget for the applicable period. It is worth noting that where a company’s
reporting is concerned, this will be done at a company level. This is linked to the fact
that a Carbon Budget will be allocated to a juristic person, which is a company and
not necessarily a single facility.

• Savings and transition - The regulations and notice relating to the Declaration of
Greenhouse Gases as Priority Air Pollutants, 2017, published under Government
Notice 712 of 21 July 2017, the National Pollution Prevention Plans Regulations,
2017, published under Government Notice 712 of 21 July 2017, the National
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reporting Regulations, 2016, published under General
Notice 275 of 3 April 2017, published in terms of the National Environmental
Management: Air Quality Act,2004 (Act No. 39 of 2004) which exist when this Act
takes effect, shall serve as regulations and notice published in terms of
this Act and shall remain in force and effect until they are amended,
replaced or repealed in terms of this Act



CLIMATE CHANGE BILL – WAY FORWARD
• The revised Bill will be in Cabinet for approval to table the Bill in

Parliament before end of 2018. If approval is granted by Cabinet,
the Bill will be tabled in Parliament, thereafter Parliament will hold
its own deliberations, public hearings and debates, which may
result in further revisions of the content of the Bill, it must
therefore be noted that the Bill is still subject to change as
Parliament see fit.

• Air quality officers are encouraged to participate in the
Parliamentary Public Hearings.




